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How to tell what’s true online
Workshop facilitator guide

This guide and script have been developed by MediaSmarts 

to support facilitators who are presenting the Break 

the Fake workshop. In it you will find some background 

information about the workshop, advice on preparing and 

presenting the workshop, a supporting script, Frequently 

Asked Questions and handouts for participants.

This workshop is designed for a general audience ages 11 

and up. If you are presenting it in a school setting, consider 

using it as part of the lesson Break the Fake: Verifying 

Information Online.
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A generation ago, the classic “House Hippo” 
public service announcement taught Canadians to 
be skeptical about what we see onscreen. Today 
that message is more important than ever, with 
the added challenge that each of us is not just a 
media consumer but a broadcaster as well.

Canadians agree that misinformation (sometimes 
called “fake news”) is a serious problem: 
MediaSmarts’ recent research found it was the 
top concern parents had for their children online, 
ahead of issues like cyberbullying and internet 
predators, and other research has shown half of 
Canadians admit to having been fooled by it. 

Our social media feeds are increasingly flooded 
with fake or misleading material, and while some 
misinformation is aimed at getting people to 
believe a particular message, its overall effect is 
to make it harder for people to believe anything. 
(For example, the Russian Internet Research 
Agency created fake Facebook groups protesting 
both against and in favour of Black Lives Matter.) 

Background

The result is a population of what Mike Caulfield, 
of the Digital Polarization Institute, calls “gullible 
cynics” who are paralyzed by doubt—or else 
prone to debunking anything that doesn’t confirm 
what they already believe.

Like buckling a seat belt, to become a habit 
something has to be quick and easy enough to 
do it every time. MediaSmarts’ “Break the Fake” 
program teaches four steps to verify (or check) 
online information, each of which can be used 
alone or in combination with the others and will 
almost never take more than a minute to do. 

Misinformation is a big problem, but it is one we 
can solve. By taking a few quick, easy steps to 
verify what we see online – and making a habit of 
doing it every time we’re about to share or act on 
something – we can all help to Break the Fake. 

To solve the misinformation crisis, we have to make fact-checking a habit.
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Documents to Help You 
Learn More
To learn more about fact-checking, online 
verification and misinformation, visit the section 
on the MediaSmarts website titled Authenticating 
Information. There you will find articles, tip 
sheets, lesson plans, videos and short games 
that address this issue in more detail than this 
workshop is able to.

https://mediasmarts.ca/digital-media-literacy/digital-issues/authenticating-information
https://mediasmarts.ca/digital-media-literacy/digital-issues/authenticating-information
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Conducting the Workshop

Preparation
Presenting to an audience can be challenging, 
even for experienced speakers, so here are some 
tips and suggestions for helping you successfully 
deliver the Break the Fake workshop.

Tips for Facilitators
• Before conducting your first workshop, take 

some time to go through the workshop to 
familiarize yourself with the content.

• Print off the script and study it until you feel 
comfortable with the information.
- This workshop is designed so that you 

can present it by reading directly from the 
script. Your audience will get more from it 
the more familiar and comfortable you are 
with the material.

- Don’t be daunted by the number of slides! 
Most of them take 30 seconds or less to 
read.

- Some slides have animation on them that 
is triggered by a mouse click. Watch for 
those in the script.

• To help you plan your workshop, we 
recommend visiting the venue beforehand to 
find out what technologies are available.  
- If possible, make sure the venue offers 

WiFi and check that participants have 
been told to bring internet-connected 
devices such as tablets and smartphones.
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• As you go through the presentation, envision 
how you will present it to your audience. 
Imagine any questions that might arise, 
and review the Frequently Asked Questions 
section of this guide to prepare your answers 
to them.

• Optional: Prior to the workshop, print 
enough copies of the handouts for the 
number of audience members you expect. 
Encourage participants to pick these up on 
their way in.
- Read the Frequently Asked Questions 

section. This has been designed to be a 
printable handout, so you may choose to 
print copies of this as well.

• At the beginning of the workshop, ask 
participants how many have internet-
connected devices they can use in the live 
exercises. Encourage any who do not have 
devices to partner with someone who does.
- There are websites listed for each of the 

live exercises. Most of them use shortened 
bit.ly links, which some participants 
may not be familiar with. Explain to 
participants that these are not the actual 
web addresses of the examples but rather 
shortcuts, and they simply need to type 
what’s on the screen into the address bar 
of their browser, e.g. “bit.ly/monkeygod”.

• While there are points following each live 
exercise where you ask the participants for 
feedback, you should ask them to hold their 
questions until the end of the workshop.

- The Frequently Asked Questions section 
covers those questions that have been 
asked most often. If you’re asked a 
question that isn’t covered there, send it 
to info@mediasmarts.ca.

Optional Post-Workshop Activities

1. Break The Fake Race. (15 minutes) Organize 
participants into group of three or four. 
Have each participant scroll though one of 
their social network feeds until they find 
something that needs to be verified. Have 
the group discuss together what steps to 
take and have each group member see who 
can successfully verify it first.

2. Breaking the Fakes In Your Life.  
(20 minutes) Lead a discussion with the full 
audience about which of the steps they see 
as being most useful or relevant to the kinds 
of information they encounter online. What 
challenges do they think they might face? 
What can they do to help themselves, and 
their family members, make fact-checking a 
habit?  

3. Reality Check. (30 minutes) Organize 
participants into groups of five and have one 
member of each group complete one of the 
missions in the Reality Check online game 
(https://mediasmarts.ca/digital-media-
literacy/educational-games/reality-check-
game). Have the participants compare notes 
about which of the steps and techniques 
they learned in the workshop were useful in 
the mission they completed.

https://mediasmarts.ca/digital-media-literacy/educational-games/reality-check-game
https://mediasmarts.ca/digital-media-literacy/educational-games/reality-check-game
https://mediasmarts.ca/digital-media-literacy/educational-games/reality-check-game
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Why do people share false or misleading 
information (also known as misinformation)?

Four main reasons:
• Because they don’t know it’s misinformation, 

and think or would like to believe it’s true
• Because they really believe it
• To make money from it 

- Examples: YouTube views, ad clicks on 
websites, selling stuff to people who 
believe it

• For fun, to see how many people will  
believe it

• To make people more divided and make it 
harder for anyone to know what’s true about 
anything 
- This is usually the point of misinformation 

spread by governments and corporations. 
(For example, misinformation spread by 
tobacco companies was aimed at making 
people think that cigarettes were just one 
of many causes of lung cancer.)

How do I respond when someone else is sharing 
misinformation?

Because social media makes us all broadcasters, 
we have a responsibility not just to avoid sharing 
misinformation but to take action when people in 
our network share it.

Frequently Asked Questions 
About Fact-Checking
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The best way to approach correcting people 
is to not think about it in terms of winning an 
argument. Don’t just tell someone they’re wrong: 
not only does that not work, it can make people 
believe more strongly in what they shared. 
Instead, give them details that fill the space of the 
old belief with a new, more convincing “story.”  

Encourage the other person to be skeptical about 
the subject. Point out who would benefit from 
people believing the misinformation. 

If the topic is strongly connected to one side or 
another in politics, try to use language that isn’t 
politically charged. Look for common values 
(people who support and oppose vaccination 
both have their beliefs because they love their 
children, for example) and frame things in 
positive ways.

How do I know if it’s worth responding to 
someone who’s sharing misinformation?

You don’t have the time or the energy to engage 
with everybody who’s sharing misinformation 
online. Be aware that it’s rare for people to 
change their minds when they’re under pressure 
or in front of an audience: if it happens, it will be 
a while after a person has been forced to see an 
issue in a new light. 

Here are a few tips for deciding whether someone 
is worth arguing with:

Do they have a bad track record? This is the 
modern-day version of “the boy who cried wolf”: 
whether it’s someone you’ve tangled with before 
or simply a well-known troll (internet slang for 
someone who makes unsolicited or controversial 
comments in online spaces to provoke an 
emotional reaction or to engage in a fight or 
argument), some people have lost the right to be 
taken seriously.

Do they seem mostly focused on wasting your 
time? Sometimes trolls try to derail conversations 
or just tire out the people they’re arguing with. 
If someone is repeatedly asking you to define or 
explain basic ideas, it may be a sign that they’re 
just trying to keep you arguing.

How likely are they to listen to you? You have 
more of a responsibility to correct misinformation 
when it’s coming from friends and relatives, 
because within the networks you share it will 
seem like you agree with them if you don’t say 
something 

Are they only being negative? A good sign that 
someone’s unwilling to consider the other side of 
an issue is if they only argue against it, without 
putting forth any positive arguments. 

Is there an undecided audience? Sometimes it’s 
worth challenging information you know is false, 
not to convince the other person but instead to 
convince others who are watching – or just to 
show that not everyone agrees with what they’re 
saying.  
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Remember that users of social networks set the 
tone and values of those spaces, and it’s the voice 
of the loudest 10 percent that does that. In fact, it 
can be easier to change a society’s values than a 
single person’s mind: as a society, we’ve changed 
our views on issues as big as whether LGBTQ 
people can marry, whether women should have 
full rights, and whether or not slavery is wrong – 
often by framing the issue so that the new view 
seemed more in tune with people’s basic values.

Why should I trust biased news sources?

All sources have some bias, but there are very 
few cases where the coverage at a reliable 
news outlet is openly biased. News sources are 
most often biased towards what their readers 
or viewers believe. Reporters and editors often 
have unconscious biases, and all news outlets 
are biased towards what they see as being 
“newsworthy.” Part of what makes a source 
reliable is that it tries to avoid bias, it corrects its 
mistakes, and it publishes stories that its owners 
and readers might not agree with. (For example, 
the Washington Post, which has the same owner 
as Amazon, has published articles critical of 
Amazon.)
• It’s important to separate news coverage 

from editorials, which are opinion pieces 
written by the outlet’s editors and staff 
columnists; analysis articles, which are 
written by experts and interpret news; and 
op-eds, which are opinion pieces written by 
people who don’t work for the outlet..

To find out if a source has a bias that keeps it 
from being reliable, use the Verify the source 
step. To avoid the bias in any single source, use 
the Check other sources step to see how other 
outlets are covering the story.

How can I know if a Wikipedia article is reliable?
 
While it’s true that anyone can edit Wikipedia, 
most articles are pretty accurate overall – and 
there are ways to tell if one isn’t. Editors put 
cleanup banners on articles that have significant 
problems: a banner doesn’t mean an article is 
totally unreliable, but it’s a sign you need to 
check another source.
 
Next, click the Talk tab and see the article’s grade. 
You’ll also be able to see here if there are any 
parts of the article that editors disagree about. 

What’s the most important thing I can do to fight 
misinformation?

The biggest way you can make a difference isn’t 
by debunking misinformation, it’s helping to make 
sure there’s more good than bad information 
out there. Every time you’re about to share 
something you see online, or any time someone 
shares something with you, take at least one of 
the four steps we covered in the workshop:
• Use fact-checking resources
• Find the source
• Verify the source
• Check other sources

If, after that, you’re not sure something is true, 
don’t share it.

If you are sure something is true, do share it.

Because we’re all part of the networks that 
spread good and bad information, we’re all part 
of the problem – and part of the solution. We can 
make a difference by spreading more good and 
less bad information online.
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Workshop Handouts
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TIP SHEET #1: 
Use fact-checking tools

Sometimes a single search can Break the Fake if a professional fact-checker has already 
done the work for you.

• To look at a broader range of sources, do a search 
for the story with the word “hoax” or “fake” 
added.

• Because anyone can call themselves a fact-
checker, you need to double-check if your search 
leads to sources you don’t already know are 
reliable. Check out the Find the source tip sheet 
for more info.

• Remember that just because a fact-checker hasn’t 
debunked something doesn’t mean it’s true. It can 
take a while for fact-checkers to verify a story, 
and not every one will verify every story.

• If no reliable fact-checker has covered it yet, 
move on to other steps like Find the Source or 
Check other sources.

 
Make sure to take these steps to double-check 
before you share anything we see online, every time. 
Because only you can Break the Fake.

• You can use a specific fact-checker website like 
Snopes.com, or our custom search engine 
bit.ly/fact-search:

This lets you search all of these fact-checkers at once:
• Snopes.com
• Agence France Presse Canada
• FactsCan
• FactCheck.org
• Politifact
• Washington Post Fact Checker
• Associated Press Fact Check 
• HoaxEye
• Les Decrypteurs

If you want to use a different fact-checker, make 
sure it’s signed on to the International Fact-
Checking Network’s code of principles (see https://
ifcncodeofprinciples.poynter.org/signatories). 
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TIP SHEET #2: 
Find the source

Because it’s so easy to copy and share things online, it’s important to find out where 
something originally came from before you decide whether or not to trust it. Someone 
might have shared it with you on social media, or a news story might be based on someone 
else’s story.

On a website, follow links that lead back to the 
source. Look for phrases like “According to” a source, 
a source “reported” or the word “Source” at the top 
or bottom of a story. Like in this example below – 
click on highlighted words “Associated Press”:

• The easiest way to find the source is usually to 
follow links that will lead you to the original story. 
In social media like Facebook or Twitter, the link 
is usually at the end or bottom of the post.

Make sure to keep going until you’re sure you’re  
at the original!
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If you don’t know if the original source is reliable or 
not, use the Find the source tip sheet to find out.

If you can’t find the original source, use the Check 
other sources tip sheet to see if the story is for real.

Make sure to take these steps to double-check 
before you share anything we see online, every time. 
Because only you can Break the Fake.

• You can also use a search engine like Google or 
DuckDuckGo. See if you can find any information 
about where the story originally came from and 
do a search like this: 

• To find the original source of a photo or image, 
you can use something called reverse image 
search. Start by right-clicking on the image and 
selecting the option “Copy Image Location.” Then 
go to the website Tineye.com and paste in the 
address you just copied and sort the results to 
show the oldest first. See the example below: 

• On a Mac, hold down Control while clicking 
instead of right-clicking.

• On Chrome and Safari, select Copy Image 
Address. 

• On Edge, select Copy.

© MediaSmarts 2019
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2. Are they who they say they are?

• It’s easy to pretend to be someone else 
online, so once you know the source really 
exists, you need to find out if what you’re 
looking at really came from them. 

• Some social networks, like Twitter and Instagram, 
verify users by putting a blue checkmark next 
to their name. This does not mean they’re 
necessarily a reliable source, but it does mean 
that they are who they say they are.

You can’t always confirm that something is false, 
but if the source isn’t reliable you have no reason to 
believe it. 

To find out if a source is reliable, ask these three 
questions: 

1. Do they really exist?

• It’s easy to make fake pictures, fake websites and 
fake social network profiles that look just as real 
and professional as anything out there.

“About Us” pages and profiles are easy to fake, 
so use Wikipedia or a search engine like Google 
to find out if other people say they really exist. 
Pay attention to things that are hard to fake: 
for example, if somebody claims to work for a 
particular company, check the company’s website 
or do a search for their name and the company’s 
name to see if they’ve ever been mentioned 
together in reliable sources (like a newspaper you 
already know is real).

TIP SHEET #3: 
Verify the source

Whether you’re looking at a website, photo, video or news story, what really matters is 
whether or not the people who originally created it are trustworthy. Even when it has been 
shared with you by someone you trust, like a friend or family member, you can’t know if they 
checked the facts. So it’s up to you! 
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• To find out if you’re on an organization’s real 
website or social network profile, do a search 
for them and compare the top result to the site 
you’re on.

3. Are they trustworthy?

• For sources of general information, like 
newspapers, that means asking if they have a 
process for making sure they’re giving you good 
information, and a good track record of doing 
it. How often do they make mistakes? If they do 
make mistakes, do they admit them and publish 
corrections? Are they willing to publish things 
their owners, or their readers, wouldn’t agree 
with? See this example from a search about the 
Washington Post:

• For more specialized sources, you want to ask 
whether they’re experts or authorities on that 
topic. Being an expert is more than just being a 
doctor, a scientist or a professor: make sure they 
are an expert in the area that they are talking 
about. 

• You also want to make sure their position isn’t 
biased, but don’t mix up bias and authority. A 
biased source starts with what they believe and 
then chooses or interprets the facts to fit those 
beliefs. Someone who is actually an expert on 
something will probably have stronger opinions 
about it than someone who isn’t – but they’ll be 
better-informed opinions. 

Make sure to take these steps to double-check 
before you share anything we see online, every time. 
Because only you can Break the Fake.
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TIP SHEET #4: 
Check other sources

This step may sometimes be the last one you do, but it could also be the first. The News tab 
is better than the main Google search for this step because it only shows real news sources. 
While not every source that’s included is perfectly reliable, they are all news outlets that 
really exist. Here is an example of how this works: 

© MediaSmarts 2019

• Looking at other sources can help you  
find out if the first place you saw something 
might have been leaving something out. This is 
also a good way of discovering any possible bias 
that might exist in any one source

• By taking this step, you can be sure you get 
the whole story. Remember, all sources make 
mistakes sometimes, but reliable ones will correct 
them. 



• You can also use this step to find out whether 
something agrees with what most experts on 
that topic think – what’s called the consensus 
view. While it’s generally good reporting to 
give both sides of a story, including views that 
experts agree aren’t right can result in spreading 
misinformation.

• You can use our custom search  
bit.ly/science-search to find the consensus  
on specialist topics like science and medicine. 

If you want to know if another specialist source is 
reliable, check out the Verify the source tip sheet.

Make sure to take these steps to double-check 
before you share anything you see online, every time. 
Because only you can Break the Fake.
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Use Control-F (Command-F on a Mac) to quickly search a website for a word or phrase.

https://cse.google.com/cse?cx=009843066196008418578:-crhelhlgoq


Critical thinking isn’t about doubting everything: it’s about learning how to find out what is 
true. Because only truth can Break the Fake. 

Find the sources
Because it’s so easy to copy and share things online, 
it’s important to find out where something originally 
came from before you decide whether or not to  
trust it. 
• The easiest way to find the source is usually to 

follow links that will lead you to the original story. 
• Use a search engine. See if you can find any 

information about where the story originally came 
from and do a search that includes that.

• If no reliable fact-checker has covered it yet, 
move on to Find the source or Check other 
sources.

Here are four quick and easy steps to find out the 
truth and share good information. Sometimes you 
only have to do one of these things, and most steps 
take less than a minute. 

Use fact-checking tools
Sometimes a single search can Break the Fake, if a 
professional fact-checker like Snopes has already 
done the work for you.
• You can use our custom search engine  

bit.ly/fact-search. 
• If no reliable fact-checker has covered it yet, 

move on to Find the source or Check other 
sources.

© MediaSmarts 2019
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How to tell what’s true online

https://www.snopes.com/
https://cse.google.com/cse?cx=009843066196008418578:5c4h08rfa8q


Verify the source
Whether you’re looking at a website, a photo or 
video, or a news story, what really matters is whether 
or not the people who originally created it are 
trustworthy. You can’t always confirm that something 
is false, but if the source isn’t reliable you have no 
reason to believe it. 

To find out if a source is reliable, ask three questions:

1. Do they really exist?

“About Us” pages and profiles are easy to fake, 
so use a search engine or Wikipedia to find out if 
other people say they really exist. Pay the most 
attention to things that are hard to fake.

2. Are they who they say they are?

It’s easy to pretend to be someone else online, so 
once you know the source really exists, you need 
to find out if what you’re looking at really came 
from them. 

3. Are they trustworthy?

For sources of general information, like 
newspapers, find out if they have a process for 
making sure they’re giving you good information, 
and a good track record of doing it. 

For more specialized sources, find out whether 
they’re experts or authorities on that topic. Do a 
search and make sure that they are an authority 
in the right field.

Check other sources
This step may sometimes be the last one you do, but 
it could also be the first. It’s a quick way of finding out 
if a source might be biased, or if a news story is true.
• The News tab is better than the main Google 

search for this step. While not every source that’s 
included is perfectly reliable, they are all news 
outlets that really exist. 

• You can also use this step to find out whether 
something fits with what most of the experts  
on that topic agree – what’s called the  
consensus view.  Use our custom search  
bit.ly/science-search to find the consensus  
on specialist topics like science and medicine. 

Make sure to take these steps to double-check 
before you share anything you see online, every time. 
Because only you can Break the Fake.
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Workshop Script
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1. Welcome to the Break the Fake workshop! 
Today you’ll learn four easy ways to tell if 
something is true online. Now, to start off… 

2. Which of these pictures is real?

3. This one is!

4. Which of these news sources is real?

5.  This one is!

6. Which of these websites is real?

7.  This one is!

8. How many of you got all three right? 

9. There’s no easy way to spot misinformation 
online. It’s as easy to make a fake website 
as a real one, and computer graphics 
technology that just a few years ago was 
limited to big-budget Hollywood movies is 
now available on free smartphone apps.

10. Because everything on the internet is 
connected, it’s also easy for misinformation 
to reach lots of people.  

11. Sometimes people share misinformation 
by accident – because they really think 
something is true and it’s not, or because 
they don’t think that other people will take 
it seriously. Most of us have probably shared 
something we thought was real without 
checking: we’re more likely to share things 
we feel strongly about, especially things we 
hope are true. 

12. But a lot of the misinformation online isn’t 
trying to get us to believe a particular thing: 
it’s actually designed to make us doubt 
whether anything is true. 

13. That’s why even seemingly harmless 
examples of misinformation matter. Online 
misinformation hasn’t just made us easier to 
fool; it’s made us more cynical. If we can’t 
tell what’s true it feels safer to assume that 
everything is fake. 

14. But critical thinking isn’t about doubting 
everything: it’s about learning how to find 
out what is true. 

Because only truth can Break the Fake.

15. In this workshop, we’re going to look at four 
steps you can take to find out if something is 
true or not:

Use fact-checking tools,

Find the original source,

Verify the source,

And check other sources. 

16. Once you’ve learned them, none of these will 
take you more than two minutes to do, and 
some will take just ten seconds!  Just one of 
will usually get you the answer you need, but 
it’s good to know how to do all four.

I’ll show you a few different ways to do each 
one, and then you’ll get a chance to try it 
out.

https://twitter.com/L0vingnature/status/1122342201516855296
https://www.snopes.com/tachyon/2019/05/god-turtles.jpg?resize=528,664
https://buffalonews.com/
https://buffalochronicle.com/
https://www.theshedatdulwich.com/
https://www.miketheheadlesschicken.org/mike
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17. Sometimes a single search can break the 
fake, if a professional fact-checker has 
already done the work for you.

18. Thanks to computers it’s easy to make fake 
pictures, and a lot of times people will share 
them without knowing they’re fake.

Take these photos of the pyramids shared by 
two popular Twitter accounts, Piclogy and 
History Lovers Club. They both look pretty 
real, don’t they? Or do they both look fake?    

Both accounts have shared plenty of fake 
and misleading photos.

We could do the detective work ourselves – 
I’ll show you how in a minute – but it’s easier 
to let somebody else do it.

19. Let’s start with the grandfather of all fact-
checking sites, Snopes.com. They’ve been 
around since the early days of the internet 
and they fact-check all kinds of things. 

20. When we go to the site and search for 
“zeppelin over pyramid”, we can see that 
they’ve already confirmed that this photo is 
for real.

21. When we search Snopes for “pyramid 
clouds,” we find that they’ve also checked 
this photo out and found that it’s false.

22. There are also fact-checkers that specialize 
in different topics, like health or politics or 
different countries.

23. Another way you can see if someone’s 
debunked a false or misleading news story 
is to do a search for the topic of the story 
and add the words “fake” or “hoax” to your 
search. 

24. This can be a bit risky, because anyone can 
say that something is a hoax, so you need 
to make sure the people debunking it are 
reliable. 

25. To be sure a fact-checker is reliable, see if 
they’ve signed on to the International Fact-
Checking Network’s Code of Principles.  

26. We’ve made a custom search engine you can 
use at this address to search all of these.

27. Here’s an exercise that will show you just 
how quickly you can find out if something 
is true or not. This video of Toronto Raptors 
fans cheering when a Golden State Warriors 
player Kevin Durant got injured was seen 
and shared more than a million times on 
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram. 
Take a few minutes to find out if it’s true 
using one of the skills we’ve just learned.

28. (When more than half of the people in the 
crowd seem to have finished – no more than 
3-4 minutes) So what do people think – is it 
true or not? How did you find out?

29. You can get the answer either by doing 
a search with the word “hoax” or “fake” 
added, 

30. or by using our custom fact-checker search. 

https://twitter.com/Piclogy/status/1128242012518354945
https://twitter.com/historylvrsclub/status/1111289855487762432
https://www.snopes.com/
https://www.snopes.com/?s=zeppelin+over+pyramid
https://www.snopes.com/?s=zeppelin+over+pyramid
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/zeppelin-sphinx-egypt-pyramids/
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/zeppelin-sphinx-egypt-pyramids/
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/zeppelin-sphinx-egypt-pyramids/
https://www.snopes.com/?s=pyramid+clouds
https://www.snopes.com/?s=pyramid+clouds
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/lenticular-cloud-over-pyramids/
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/lenticular-cloud-over-pyramids/
https://ifcncodeofprinciples.poynter.org/signatories
https://ifcncodeofprinciples.poynter.org/signatories
https://cse.google.com/cse?cx=009843066196008418578:5c4h08rfa8q
https://www.instagram.com/p/BykmXSSBfFu/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BykmXSSBfFu/
https://www.google.ca/search?source=hp&ei=aQYlXcPTCbC0ggeI6ozYBg&q=raptors+fans+cheer+durant+injury+video+fake&oq=rapto&gs_l=psy-ab.1.0.35i39l2j0i67l2j0l2j0i67l2j0j0i67.14051.14580..17011...2.0..0.294.1122.0j4j2......0....1..gws-wiz.....0..0i131.VL4R-UfkFlM
https://www.google.ca/search?source=hp&ei=aQYlXcPTCbC0ggeI6ozYBg&q=raptors+fans+cheer+durant+injury+video+fake&oq=rapto&gs_l=psy-ab.1.0.35i39l2j0i67l2j0l2j0i67l2j0j0i67.14051.14580..17011...2.0..0.294.1122.0j4j2......0....1..gws-wiz.....0..0i131.VL4R-UfkFlM
https://www.google.ca/search?source=hp&ei=aQYlXcPTCbC0ggeI6ozYBg&q=raptors+fans+cheer+durant+injury+video+fake&oq=rapto&gs_l=psy-ab.1.0.35i39l2j0i67l2j0l2j0i67l2j0j0i67.14051.14580..17011...2.0..0.294.1122.0j4j2......0....1..gws-wiz.....0..0i131.VL4R-UfkFlM
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31. Either one leads us to Fact Check AFP, 
where we can see that the video is a fake: 
the original is actually from a soccer game in 
2016, and footage of the basketball game on 
the screen has been edited in.

32. Snopes, though, didn’t have anything on  
this story – which shows you that just 
because a fact-checker hasn’t debunked 
something doesn’t mean it’s true. 

If nobody else has fact-checked a story for 
you, move on to the next step, Find the 
Original Source. 

33. Because it’s so easy to copy and share things 
online, it’s important to find out where 
something originally came from before you 
decide whether or not to trust it. Someone 
might have shared it with you on social 
media, or a news story might be based on 
someone else’s story.

34. One easy way to find the original source is 
to use a search engine. We might wonder if 
this post that seems to show a US Senator  
displaying a picture of Aquaman to Congress 
is real. As we already saw, pictures are easy 
to fake -- and pictures where someone is 
holding a sign are especially easy, because 
you just have to change what’s on the sign.

35. We can  do a search for his name, Aquaman, 
and C-Span – where the picture supposedly 
came from –

Click on the link to C-Span –

36. – And we see that it actually does come from 
C-Span’s footage of the US Congress.

37. Another way to find out if a photo like  
this one of astronomer Carl Sagan is real is 
to do a reverse image search. Click on the 
image, then right-click and select “Copy 
Image Location.”

38. Next, go to Tineye.com and paste in the 
address. 

39. If we sort the results to show the oldest first,

40. we can see right away that there’s a different 
version of the photo. Because the two are 
exactly the same except for what’s on the 
sign, it’s most likely the older one is the 
original.

41. Even if something you see is real, though, 
it may not be what the source that shared 
them says they are. This photo, for example, 
is not actually of Charlie Chaplin but an 
actress named Telmy Talia.

42. That’s why it’s important to follow links in 
a story until you get to where information 
actually came from.

43. That’s especially important on social 
networks, where we usually pay more 
attention to who shared something with us 
rather than where it originally came from.

44.  If there aren’t links, look for phrases like 

“The New York Times reported” or

https://factcheck.afp.com/popular-video-meme-misrepresents-toronto-raptors-fans-cheering-opponents-injury
https://www.snopes.com/?s=kevin+durant+raptors+fans+cheer
https://www.snopes.com/?s=kevin+durant+raptors+fans+cheer
https://www.facebook.com/fred.fleitz.1/posts/10214113823102473
https://www.google.ca/search?source=hp&ei=6v8kXbXXAe6W_QaXirUo&q=%22mike+lee%22+aquaman+congress&oq=%22mike+lee%22+aquaman+congress&gs_l=psy-ab.3..33i160.6987.13567..13706...6.0..0.197.3835.6j27......0....1..gws-wiz.....10..35i39j0i131j0j0i10j0i22i30j0i13j0i13i5i30j33i21.jP9Ffq5lkeg
https://www.google.ca/search?source=hp&ei=6v8kXbXXAe6W_QaXirUo&q=%22mike+lee%22+aquaman+congress&oq=%22mike+lee%22+aquaman+congress&gs_l=psy-ab.3..33i160.6987.13567..13706...6.0..0.197.3835.6j27......0....1..gws-wiz.....10..35i39j0i131j0j0i10j0i22i30j0i13j0i13i5i30j33i21.jP9Ffq5lkeg
https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4787836/mike-lee-velociraptors-sea-horse-farts
https://www.pinterest.ca/pin/437060338809284305/
https://tineye.com/search/0e9d15ba8656665a3e5eff7feb48893567e8bf19?page=1&sort=crawl_date&order=asc
https://tineye.com/search/0e9d15ba8656665a3e5eff7feb48893567e8bf19?page=1&sort=crawl_date&order=asc
https://twitter.com/HistoryInPics/status/417371706798657536
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45. The word “Source” at the top or bottom  
of a story.

If something presents you with facts or 
statistics but doesn’t tell you where they 
came from, there’s no way to know if you 
can trust them.

46. This story from “Bleacher Report” claims 
that breakdancing and skateboarding are 
going to become official Olympic events. 
When we scroll down a bit we see that it’s 
based on earlier stories from Reuters and 
the Associated Press, which are both reliable 
sources.

47. To make sure that Bleacher Report is giving 
us an accurate picture of what those sources 
reported, we can follow the links 

48. right-click to open them in new tabs – and 
we see that the story is true. 

49. Make sure, though, that a story really is from 
that source. Lots of websites, including many 
reliable sites like the Reuters news service, 
carry “sponsored content” – paid links to 
stories on other sites.

50. If there aren’t links in the story, you can do a 
search for the topic plus the sources that are 
given, like this.

51. We can also use a reverse image search 
to see if a photo really is what it seems 
to be. According to this tweet, this photo 
shows a terrible mess left behind after an 
environmentalist protest, but

52. following the steps we learned a few minutes 
ago shows thatt the picture is actually from a 
concert in 2014.

53. Now it’s your turn. Did explorers really find 
hundreds of animals that were thought to 
be extinct at a place called the Lost City of 
the Monkey God? Take a few minutes to find 
the original source of this story and see if it’s 
true or not.

54. (When more than half of the people in the 
crowd seem to have finished – no more than 
3-4 minutes) So what do people think – is it 
true or not? How did you find out?

55. It probably didn’t take you very long to see 
that this story was true. Even though you 
may have no reason to think “All That’s 
Interesting” is a very reliable source, 

when we scroll down just a bit we  
can see that the story actually came 
the Independent, a well-known British 
newspaper.

56. But what if you didn’t know whether the 
Independent was a reliable source? And 
how do we know that is their real website, 
anyway?

We’ll answer all those questions when we 
look at the third step, Verify the Source.

https://bleacherreport.com/articles/2828188-ioc-recommends-adding-breakdancing-skateboarding-more-to-2024-paris-olympics
https://www.espn.com/olympics/story/_/id/26373333/breakdancing-more-2024-medal-events
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-olympics-ioc-2024/breakdancing-among-sports-given-provisional-green-light-for-paris-2024-idUSKCN1R829P
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-space-exploration-moon-origins/scientists-look-for-answers-to-earths-beginning-under-the-moonscape-idUKKCN1UA0Y0?il=0
https://www.google.ca/search?source=hp&ei=RwElXYzXOOmkgge2pafgBQ&q=breakdancing+olympics+reuters&oq=breakdancing+olympics+reuters&gs_l=psy-ab.3...1666.6776..7225...0.0..0.249.4050.7j19j4......0....1..gws-wiz.....0..35i39j0i67j0j0i131j0i131i67j0i10j0i22i30j33i160j33i21.pZSjBHs7p1Q
https://twitter.com/_small_town_boy/status/1119877113191051265
https://tineye.com/search/3d73ab85956de39f6fa5985245a7fcb42e3dc9c4?page=1
https://tineye.com/search/3d73ab85956de39f6fa5985245a7fcb42e3dc9c4?page=1
https://twitter.com/PetroNellaSilva/status/1151932770270220290
https://allthatsinteresting.com/lost-city-monkey-god
https://allthatsinteresting.com/lost-city-monkey-god
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/science/extinct-creatures-alive-honduras-rainforest-lost-city-endangered-species-a8970936.html
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57. Whether you’re looking at a website, a photo 
or video, or a news story, what really matters 
is whether or not the people who originally 
created it are trustworthy. You can’t always 
confirm that something is false, but if the 
source isn’t reliable you have no reason to 
believe it. 

58. This is the only time when it matters what 
order you do the steps in. Reliable sources 
do sometimes share things that turn out not 
to be true, and unreliable sources sometimes 
share things that are true. That’s why you 
shouldn’t bother verifying a source until you 
know for sure it’s where the information 
originally came from.

59. When you do, you need to ask three 
questions. First, does this source really exist? 
We saw earlier how easy it is to make fake 
pictures online, and it’s just as easy to make 
a fake website or social media profile. 

60. Second, are they who they say they are? 
It’s also easy to impersonate people online 
and create impostor sites or social network 
accounts. 

61. Finally, are they reliable? Anybody can claim 
to be an expert online, so you need to make 
sure that there are good reasons to think 
that someone is a reliable source.

62. These days it’s easy to make websites that 
look just as slick and professional as anything 
that’s out there. In fact, some trustworthy 
sources may look less professional than fake 
sites because they haven’t put time or money 
into updating their website.

63. People who spread misinformation on 
purpose often invent local newspapers or 
TV news stations. This kind of source seems 
trustworthy but most of us aren’t likely to 
have heard of a paper or TV station in a 
different city or country. 

64. Here are two websites that claim to be from 
Sherbrooke, Quebec – the Times and the 
Record. Which one is real?

65. Both of them have an “About Us” or “Contact 
Us” page with a street and email address and 
the names of people who work there. But 
then, all of that is easy to fake.

66. Instead, let’s go to Wikipedia and see if 
there’s an article there about the  
Sherbrooke Record. 

67. (You don’t have to go to Wikipedia to 
search, by the way: you can just put what 
you’re looking for in the search box and add 
“Wikipedia.”)

68. From the Wikipedia article we can see that 
the Record has been around for more than a 
century and there’s no reason to think it isn’t 
a reliable source.

69. How about the Times? There isn’t an article 
about it in Wikipedia, but that doesn’t 
necessarily mean it’s not real: Wikipedia is 
written by volunteers, so a lot of things don’t 
have entries.

https://twitter.com/CindyOtis_/status/1146493749171822593
https://i.cbc.ca/1.4447580.1513206823!/fileImage/httpImage/image.PNG_gen/derivatives/original_780/screen-grab-of-the-sherbrooke-times.PNG
https://www.sherbrookerecord.com/
https://sherbrooktimes.com/about/
https://www.sherbrookerecord.com/contatc-us/
https://www.sherbrookerecord.com/contatc-us/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Record_(Sherbrooke)
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70. Instead we can do a search on Google. The 
only results we can find are the website 
itself, its Twitter account, and articles 
pointing out that it’s a fake.

71. It’s easy to pretend to be someone else 
online, so once you know the source really 
exists, you need to find out if what you’re 
looking at really came from them.

72. Did Toronto Police really put out a warning 
about a man in a Spider-Man costume 
webbing streetcar lines?

73. Some social networks, like Twitter and 
Instagram, verify users by putting a blue 
checkmark next to their name. This does not 
mean they’re necessarily a reliable source, 
but it does mean that they are who they say 
they are. In this case it means this is a real 
Toronto police account, which means the 
story is true.

74. It’s a bit harder to make sure you’re on  
the right website. People have made  
fake versions of real news websites like 
The Guardian and the CBC that look almost 
exactly like the real thing.

75. But there are things that are harder to fake. 
A web address by itself won’t tell you if 
a site is reliable – for instance, sites with 
dot-org addresses aren’t necessarily more 
trustworthy – but the web address can 
tell you if you’re on an organization’s real 
website. 

76. If you’re satisfied a source is real and is 
who they say they are, you have to find out 
whether they’re trustworthy. For sources 
of general information, like newspapers, 
that means asking if they have a process 
for making sure they’re giving you good 
information, and a good track record of 
doing it.

77. This becomes important when you’re looking 
at sources that aren’t fake , but that may 
give you only part of the story, or may not 
have high standards in making sure what 
they post is accurate.

 
78. Reliable sources do sometimes share things 

that turn out not to be true, and unreliable 
sources sometimes do share things that are 
true. In general, though, if you see a story 
from a source you know is reliable you can 
assume it’s probably true. 

79. Let’s look at another pair of newspapers, the 
Washington Times and the Washington Post. 
They’re both real newspapers, and neither 
one is entirely unreliable – but one is more 
reliable than the other.

80. There are signs you can look for to decide 
how reliable a news source is. How often 
do they make mistakes? If they do make 
mistakes, do they admit them and publish 
corrections? Are they willing to publish 
things their owners, or their readers, 
wouldn’t agree with?

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/fake-news-websites-not-quebec-1.4447514
https://twitter.com/AlexFlorov/status/1136005230456430592
https://twitter.com/TPSOperations/status/1135982093631152128
https://miro.medium.com/max/700/1*YUaQ-5RQ_NbGt_aB68kGSw.png
https://www.flickr.com/photos/gforsythe/45589206902
https://www.washingtontimes.com/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/
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81. If we look up the Washington Post on 
Wikipedia, we see it’s been around since 
1877 and has won 47 Pulitzer Prizes for 
journalism. It’s not perfect – they’ve 
published a few stories that turned out to 
be inaccurate, which they retracted and 
corrected publicly – but overall it has a good 
track record.

82. The Washington Times has also been around 
for awhile – since 1982 – but their track 
record isn’t as good: most of the Wikipedia 
article is about times they’ve spread 
misinformation about everything from the 
ozone layer to second-hand smoke.

83. That doesn’t mean the Times is an entirely 
unreliable source, or that the Post never 
makes mistakes – but it does mean that most 
of the time, you’ll do a lot better trusting the 
Post. 

84. For more specialized sources, you want to 
ask whether they’re experts or authorities 
on that topic. Being an expert is more than 
just being a doctor, a scientist or a professor: 
make sure they are an expert in the right 
field. A cardiologist would be an expert in 
treating your heart, but not on vaccines.

85. Some sources – like certain professional 
groups or government agencies – are 
recognized authorities on particular topics. 
What they say carries more weight than any 
single expert in the field, and a lot more than 
a person or group who isn’t an authority.

How do you know who’s an authority? 
Remember, anyone can call themselves  
a “university”

86. or an “institute” on the internet.

87. This news story on how to get cheaper 
flights is based on a survey by an 
organization called Skyscanner. The advice in 
it – including the tip to book through a travel 
website instead of directly from an airline 
– comes from Alex Astaniev, one of their 
“travel industry experts.” 

88. A search for Skyscanner shows us they they 
are a travel website,

89.  while a search for Astaniev’s name shows 
he’s actually their product manager.

90. Remember that a Linkedin page, like any 
other social network account, is easy to fake, 
so you’ll want at least one more piece of 
evidence.

Now we know that Skyscanner is not an 
authority and Astaniev is not an expert.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Washington_Post
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Washington_Post
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Washington_Times
https://thedrswolfson.com/about-jack/
https://thedrswolfson.com/4-reasons-avoid-getting-flu-shot/
https://www.google.ca/search?ei=2HooXff7BuHstQaU-7PIDg&q=prager+university&oq=prager+university&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0l10.193075.196526..197203...2.0..0.116.1885.8j11......0....1..gws-wiz.......0i71j35i39j0i67j0i10.Y7prg1WRfjU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_medicine
https://o.canada.com/travel/5-expert-tricks-to-get-a-better-deal-on-your-next-flight
https://www.google.ca/search?biw=2000&bih=983&ei=R3AnXdHaNcm4tQaHsZ-ADQ&q=skyscanner&oq=skyscanner&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0i67j0l9.46491.46491..46690...0.0..0.110.110.0j1......0....1..gws-wiz.K7l8LhJ5oSc
https://www.skyscanner.com.au/news/science-behind-flight-pricing
https://www.skyscanner.com.au/news/science-behind-flight-pricing
https://www.skyscanner.com.au/news/science-behind-flight-pricing
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91. You give it a try. Take look at two similar-
looking groups, the American Academy 
of Pediatrics and the American College of 
Pediatricians, that both claim to represent 
American pediatricians. Which one are we 
more likely to trust?

92. (When more than half of the people in the 
crowd seem to have finished – no more than 
3-4 minutes) So what do people think – 
which one is more reliable? How did you find 
out?

93. They both claim to represent American 
pediatricians, and both have professional-
looking websites that provide lots of general 
information. But if we do a search for the 
AAP and scroll past the result for their own 
website, we can see they have sixty-four 
thousand doctors as members.

94. A search for the ACP shows they have just 
500 members, and a much weaker claim to 
be an authority on children’s health. 

95. Looking more closely shows us the ACP 
is not just unreliable because it’s not an 
authority – like Skyscanner, it also has a 
strong bias. The whole reason its members 
split from the AAP was because they were 
opposed to letting gay and lesbian parents 
adopt children.

96. It’s important, though, not to mix up 
authority and bias.  Someone who is actually 
an expert on something will probably have 
stronger opinions about it than someone 
who isn’t – but they’ll be better-informed 
opinions too. 

97. The difference is that the AAP’s positions, on 
everything from car seats to when the school 
day should start, are based on the expertise 
of their members; the ACP’s are based on 
their beliefs about sexuality. 

98. Our last step, Consult Other Sources, may 
sometimes be the last one you do, but it 
could also be the first. It’s a quick way of 
sifting out bias and finding out whether 
something like a news story is for real.

99. Did this politician really do a Facebook Live 
video with a cat face filter?

100. If we do a search for “Pakistani politician cat 
filter” and switch to the News tab we see the 
story was covered by many different news 
outlets, from Global News in Canada to the 
BBC.

101. In this step we’re not worried about the 
reliability of a single source, we’re looking for 
a consensus among mostly reliable sources 
that something actually happened. The News 
tab is better than the main search for that 
because it’s more curated. While not every 
source that’s included is perfectly reliable, 
they are all news outlets that really exist. 

102. This step is also important for getting 
context – making sure you get the whole 
story. Remember, all sources make mistakes 
sometimes, but reliable ones correct them. 
Consulting other sources can help you find 
out if the first place you saw something 
might have been leaving something out. This 
is a good way of dealing with the possible 
bias in any one source. 

https://www.aap.org/en-us/Pages/Default.aspx
https://www.aap.org/en-us/Pages/Default.aspx
https://www.acpeds.org/
https://www.acpeds.org/
https://www.google.com/search?q=american+academy+of+pediatrics&rlz=1C1GGRV_enCA753CA753&oq=american+academy
https://www.google.com/search?q=american+academy+of+pediatrics&rlz=1C1GGRV_enCA753CA753&oq=american+academy
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GGRV_enCA753CA753&ei=hFMnXaP1MtmxtAacwrLADA&q=american+college+of+pediatricians&oq=american+college+of+pediatricians
https://twitter.com/Parikramah/status/1139598223922933761
https://www.google.ca/search?q=pakistani+politician+cat+filter&source=lnms&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjg-YvGw6_jAhWIWM0KHVUGBFAQ_AUICSgA&biw=2000&bih=983&dpr=0.8
https://www.google.ca/search?q=pakistani+politician+cat+filter&source=lnms&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjg-YvGw6_jAhWIWM0KHVUGBFAQ_AUICSgA&biw=2000&bih=983&dpr=0.8
https://www.google.ca/search?q=pakistani+politician+cat+filter&source=lnms&tbm=nws&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi1-tbDw6_jAhXRPM0KHRmdCiUQ_AUIEigD&biw=2000&bih=983
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103. You can also use this step to find out 
whether something fits with what most of 
the experts on that topic agree – what’s 
called the consensus view. 

 
104. In fields like medicine, science and history, 

consensus has been built up over time, with 
each new piece of evidence tilting the scales 
in its favour. Something that goes against 
the consensus may turn out to be right, but it 
needs more and better evidence to outweigh 
the consensus.

105. While it’s generally good to give both sides 
of a story, including views that experts 
agree aren’t right can actually spread 
misinformation.

An article on the pyramids, for example, 

106. doesn’t have to mention that some people 
think they were built by aliens.

107. News outlets and Wikipedia aren’t always 
the best place to look for consensus on 
health and science, though, because the 
people writing the articles often aren’t 
experts. For those topics, you want to turn to 
sources you know are authorities.

Here’s another video, this time claiming the 
North Pole is moving.

108. We’ve made a custom search that looks just 
at sources whose writers are experts in the 
fields they write about. 

109. A quick search for “north pole moving” 
tells us while not every detail in that video 
might be true, it is true the magnetic pole is 
shifting.

You can use this step together with the last 
one, by building your own toolbox of sources 
you’ve confirmed are reliable.

110. Now it’s your turn. According to this article 
in the Express, scientists at NASA have said 
we’re heading into a “solar minimum,” which 
may cause a “mini ice age.” Take a few 
minutes to use the skills we’ve covered in 
this step to find out.

111. (When more than half of the people in the 
crowd seem to have finished – no more than 
3-4 minutes) So what’s the story? How did 
you find out?

112. We can check this with all three of the 
different skills we’ve covered in this step, 
though each one would give you the answer 
by itself.

113. If we do a news search for “solar minimum 
ice age,” we find that most of the results are 
this story in the Express – and all the others 
are sources you’ve probably never heard 
of. If no other sources are covering this, it’s 
probably not really news.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egyptian_pyramids
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ko-ZboCzR64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ko-ZboCzR64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZxi0S8gcwo
https://cse.google.com/cse?cx=009843066196008418578:-crhelhlgoq
https://www.google.ca/search?q=solar+minimum+ice+age&source=lnms&tbm=nws&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj29pf67K_jAhXKGM0KHXVvDt0Q_AUIECgB&biw=2400&bih=1208
https://www.google.ca/search?q=solar+minimum+ice+age&source=lnms&tbm=nws&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj29pf67K_jAhXKGM0KHXVvDt0Q_AUIECgB&biw=2400&bih=1208
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114. We can quickly check the Wikipedia article 
on “solar minimum” by pressing Control-F 
and searching for “ice age,” which shows 
it isn’t even mentioned. If we want to take 
another minute and browse the article we’ll 
see the term “solar minimum” refers to 
sunspots and solar flares, not temperatures.

115. Finally, a search of our expert sources shows 
us that while the “solar minimum” is real, it 
won’t result in cooler weather on Earth.

116. Let’s wrap up with a final test. 

Have people really found rice with plastic 
mixed up in it? 

Is this beautiful lake actually a toxic waste 
dump? 

For each one, pick which of the steps we’ve 
covered you think will be the quickest way 
to verify it, and try that first. If that doesn’t 
work, go on to another one.

117. Now turn to someone next to you and 
compare notes. Did you come to the same 
conclusions? Did you use the same steps to 
get there?

118. (When more than half of the people in the 
crowd seem to have finished – no more than 
3-4 minutes)

There are a few different ways we can fact-
check each of these, but in each case there’s 
one quickest way. Several fact-checking sites 
have debunked the “plastic rice” story, so we 
can easily find out that’s false.

119. For the second story, we just have to follow 
the links to the original source to see it’s 
from the New York Times,

120. and so probably true.

121. Just to be sure, we can check the web 
address to make sure this is the real New 
York Times site.

122. Now that you’ve learned all the steps, it 
probably didn’t take you more than a minute 
to check both of those. That’s good, because 
for misinformation to spread, people like us 
have to share it.

123. That’s why we have to take these steps to 
double-check before we share anything we 
see online, every time – because only you 
can Break the Fake.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_minimum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_minimum
https://www.instagram.com/p/BCRuM2KCoPk/
https://twitter.com/Okebumichael/status/1149361107137650689
https://twitter.com/Okebumichael/status/1149361107137650689
https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/plastic-rice-from-china/
https://global9janews.wordpress.com/2019/07/11/it-looks-like-a-lake-made-for-instagram-its-a-dump-for-chemical-waste-by-andrew-e-kramer/
https://global9janews.wordpress.com/2019/07/11/it-looks-like-a-lake-made-for-instagram-its-a-dump-for-chemical-waste-by-andrew-e-kramer/

